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This new, highly optimized
driver is the result of 30

weeks of tuning and
optimization by the leading

software and hardware
teams at NVIDIA. It's a
proven combination of

innovative technologies,
technologies that enhance
the gaming experience and

technologies that deliver
maximum performance - to

the benefit of gaming
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enthusiasts around the
world. This combination,
combined with the newly
released GeForce game-

ready technology enables
GeForce gamers to

experience high
performance, virtual reality
and real-time 3D rendering,
and prepare for the future.

The original developer
responsible for the primary

development of the GeForce
game-ready technology, Rob

Huerta, also introduces
today, his new project: Game
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Ready Drivers. His effort will
also be based on the open

source, NVIDIA GPU program
and will continue to evolve
the game-ready technology

for GeForce users. We
welcome the effort of Rob

and his team to improve the
user experience for GeForce
users and will be engaged in
a dialogue to help his team
evolve this effort. It is our

goal to continue supporting
the Game Ready project and

its users. So now that this
card has been available for
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over 3 years - it's about time
that we have drivers

available. Has the OpenCL
API changed? Can we make
the card work under XP? It is
DirectX 10 compliant. So why
do we have to wait for many
years for a driver? And why

can't it be beta drivers? Let's
just say I'm tired of waiting

and so are others. Why can't
we have a beta driver

release? If I cannot buy the
card - I'm still going to buy

one and play with it. So why
do we have to wait for so
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long? Something just seems
wrong with this picture. But

hey - if there's more demand
for the card than there are

current drivers, then I guess
we're ok. 5ec8ef588b
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